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I.

Subject: English Grammar
Teacher’s name: Mr.Demeke

Choose the best answer from the given alternatives.

1. It is a very cheap restaurant.it is ___________ restaurant in the town.
A/ cheap
B/ cheaper
C/ cheapest D/ the most cheapest
2. I drank coffee yesterday night. It is _______ coffee that I have ever drunk.
A/good
B/ better
C/ the best
D/well
3. You will leave the house ______ you pay the rent on time.
A/ as
B/ because
C/ if
D/ unless
4. _______the rain, I continued my way.
A/ Although
B/ Because C/ In spite of D/ Because of
5. She is always happy _____ she is poor.
A/ although
B/ because
C/ unless
D/ because of
6. Although it is raining, __________.
A/ he’ll go there
C/ still he stays here
B/ he’ll stay here
D/ all
7. They were delayed on the road _______the traffic.
A/ because
B/ because of C/ in spite of D/ since
8. _______ the rain, I didn’t get wet.
A/ Although B/ Despite
C/ However D/ Because
9. Selam felt sick ______ she ate four ice-cream cones.
A/if
B/ because
C/ until
D/ so
10. Have you passed your driving test _____________?
A/ already
B/ yet
C/ still
D/ no longer
11. Henok is still here. He ______yet.
A/ has gone
C/ went
B/ hasn’t gone
D/ goes
12. I did very well in the examination, and most of my friends did even _____.
A/ well
B/ best
C/ better
D/ the best
13. Go to the lost and found area ______ you lose your bag.
A/ if
B/ in case
C/ in case of D/ unless
14. I went home early ________ I was feeling unwell.
A/ because of B/ because C/ despite D/ however
15. My hobby was writing poem. But now I ________ write a poem
A/ still
B/ yet
C/ no longer
D/ already
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II.

Use the given conjunction in the bracket and join the two
separate sentences as one complete sentence.

16.They have very little money. They are happy. (despite)
__________________________________________________________________.
We live in different street. We always meet together. (although)
___________________________________________________________________.
17.You come on time. you can’t attain my class. (unless)
___________________________________________________________________.
18. We were late. It rained. (because)
___________________________________________________________________.
19. I drove fast. I didn’t arrive there on time. (even though )
___________________________________________________________________.

III.

Complete the sentences with although, in spite of, because,
because of.

20. I couldn’t sleep well _______________there were a lot of noise.
21. I joined the school ________________ the salary which was very high.
22. I joined the school _________________ the salary which was very low.
23. We’re not very good friends __________________ we’ve known each other for a
long time.
24. __________________all our careful plans, a lot of things went wrong.

IV.

I am going to have a trip in the countryside with my friends. I
am going to take the following things with me.
•
•
•
•
•

Exercise book
Food
Camera
Raincoat
Ball
Perhaps I may get hungry, I might want to take notes, I might
take image of some memorable things, it might rain, and I might
play football with my friends.

Use <in case >and construct sentences by considering
the above given situation.
25. ___________________________________________________________________.
26. ___________________________________________________________________.
27. ___________________________________________________________________.
28. ___________________________________________________________________.
29. ___________________________________________________________________.
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